Dallas People’s Climate Action

Here’s what’s included in the toolkit: Three recipes (easy, intermediate, advanced) to get City Hall’s
attention before the May 27 vote and how to post them for the biggest effect! Use and share this
resource freely.

Introduction
The City of Dallas developed the Comprehensive Environmental & Climate Action Plan (CECAP) after
Mayor Rawlings pledged that Dallas would uphold the Paris Climate Agreement in 2017. However, the
final plan (CECAP) won’t do enough to address climate change. The plan set a goal for reducing GHG
emissions by 43% in 2030 and by 100% in 2050, but the final draft of the plan will only reduce
emissions by 25% in 2030 and by 66% in 2050 — far short of the Paris Agreement.
Our coalition of environmental groups, social justice organizations, labor unions, and others have put
together a People’s Climate Action Plan to pressure the City to strengthen our climate response. We
are highlighting four main points from the People’s Plan to be adopted by City Council immediately:
1. Directly invest in publicly owned electricity with the goal of 100% renewable energy by 2030.
2. Eliminate gas hookups in all new construction and transition away from the dangerous Atmos
Energy system.
3. Advocate for all-electric DART transportation vehicles and eliminate fares to increase
ridership.
4. Bring back a resident-led commission to review environmental policies and give them a fair
vote.
We need your help to call on Dallas officials to protect our future! This is our step-by-step guide to
engage Dallas City Council before they vote on their weak climate plan on May 27.

Want to see our other ideas? Check out the full People’s Platform here.
Want to read our full plan? Check out dallaspeoplesclimate.com!
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Recipe #1 (Easy): Promote the People’s Climate Plan

Use some of our graphics and suggested posts below to promote a message for taking bolder climate
action at Dallas City Hall!
1. Share one of the below images on Facebook, Twitter, and/or Instagram and make your post
“public” (see “How to Share Your Post”).
2. Include the hashtag #DallasClimateAction in your post!
3. Add in a short comment of your own about why you think Dallas should take stronger climate
action. Need inspiration? Look at the sample posts below!
4. Tag a friend(s) who you know will share your post.
5. OPTIONAL: Feeling spicy? Tag your councilperson!
Want to promote our actions outside of social media? Sign the petition to City Hall!

Sample Posts
Facebook/Instagram:
● Dallas needs to take bolder climate action now! The latest draft of the city’s climate plan does
not reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the time we need to take action most.
● The pandemic reminds us that we need to take action now to safeguard our communities and
environment. I’m calling on Dallas to create a stronger climate plan to protect our future!
● The Dallas climate plan needs to be stronger! The plan needs to: 1) Establish publicly-owned
power, 2) Ban natural gas hookups in new construction, 3) Build free & improved public
transportation, 4) Reinstate a resident-led environmental oversight body if we want to address
climate change adequately.
● Getting to net-zero as soon as possible requires an immediate decarbonization of our
electrical grid. The fastest way to do that? Establish publicly-owned power in Dallas! Plus, this
would generate revenue for the city, opening up funding for more climate actions.
● Dallas needs to ban natural gas hookups in new construction and transition away from it in
our existing buildings. Methane traps 86x more heat in the atmosphere than CO2. Atmos
Energy’s Dallas infrastructure is in severe disrepair with over 2,000 alleged safety violations.
We don’t need more houses getting blown up!
● Did you know that dedicated transit lanes can move 4,000-8,000 people per hour compared to
600-1,800 people per hour on private car lanes? A sustainable Dallas would rely on massive
public transit for our transportation needs! We also need to make DART fare-free (like in
Kansas City, MO; Worcester, MA; and Olympia, WA): free and expanded public transit would
reduce poverty, increase freedom and mobility, and take polluting cars off the road.
● Our city’s climate plan must be democratically accountable to all Dallas residents and
communities. Dallas MUST establish a resident-led environmental oversight body that keeps
the City on track to implement climate actions!
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Twitter:
● @DallasMayor pledged that Dallas will uphold the Paris Climate Agreement — our climate plan
needs to meet those emission goals! #DallasClimateAction
● @CityofDallas needs all renewable energy — we want public power! #DallasClimateAction
● @DallasMayor @CityofDallas say no to Atmos! #DallasClimateAction
● @DallasMayor @CityofDallas transit can move more people and create less traffic than private
cars. We need improved & free public transportation! #DallasClimateAction
● @DallasMayor @CityofDallas our climate response must be democratically accountable to ALL
Dallas residents! #DallasClimateAction

Sample Graphics

Write in your own adjective or message on our printable signs to take a selfie with!
Does our animated post say it all? Download it here!
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Recipe #2 (Intermediate): The Arts and Crafts Post
Here’s a good recipe if you're quarantined with kids! Make a sign or poster using some sample
language or your own slogan, take a selfie with your creation and post online.
1. Gather materials to create a sign: poster board, old boxes, printer paper, markers, colored
pencils, paint — anything you have around you, get creative!
2. Create a sign! Need inspiration? See sample slogans and inspirational signs below.
3. Take a selfie with the sign and upload it to social media (see “How to Share Your Post”).

Sample Slogans
Dallas: Support a People’s Climate Plan
Dallas: We Need 100% Renewable Energy Now!
Dallas Deserves Clean Energy and Air
Dallas Go Fossil Free
Gas is the Past
Clean Power, Healthy Dallas
No More Atmos Gas!
Resilient Dallas = 100% Electric Buildings

Stop Food Waste!
Protect Our Future!
Dallas: Climate Action Now!
Dallas CECAP is not enough!
Green Buildings Only!
We Need a Green New Deal for Dallas
Keep Utility Payments Frozen
Free Public Transport!
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Want to take it offline? Chalk the walk: you can make a chalk drawing on your sidewalk with your
message (while practicing social distancing)!

Recipe #3 (Advanced): Video Testimony/Performance
1. Create your own creative video performance and post it on social media on/before
Wednesday, May 27 (see “How to Share Your Post”).
2. Use the hashtag #DallasClimateAction and our coalition allies will promote it!
3. In the video, highlight why it is important that Dallas passes a stronger climate action plan.
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How to Share Your Post (So We Can Amplify It)

Facebook

1. Make a Facebook post with your creative action by sharing an image or video. Personalize it
with your own message in the description.
2. After crafting your post, click on the icon “Sharing to Friends”
3. Select “Public” to make your post visible to everyone (it should look like the image below)

4. Include the hashtag #DallasClimateAction so we can find and promote your post.
5. Post it!
6. Amplify your fellow activists’ creative posts by liking and sharing!

Instagram & Twitter
1. Make sure your account is set to “Public” (Instagram) or your tweets aren’t protected.
2. Include the hashtag #DallasClimateAction so we can find and promote your post!
3. Amplify your fellow activists’ creative posts by liking and sharing!

Email
Send your image or video to info@dallaspcap.com and we’ll send it to our coalition members for
promotion!
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